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BOUNDEDNESS OF LITTLEWOODPALEY OPERATORS
SHUICHI SATO
Abstract We survey some results related to L
p
boundedness of Littlewood
Paley operators on homogeneous groups Also we give proofs of some results
in the survey
  Introduction
Let f   L
p
T    p   where T is the onedimensional torus which is

















is the Fourier coe	cient




















































 This can be applied in proving the multiplier
theorems of Marcinkiewicz type and in studying the lacunary convergence of the
Fourier series
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  t cos  t

is the Poisson kernel for the unit disk See Littlewood and Paley    and
also Zygmund  Chap XV for the results above
In this note we consider analogues on the Euclid spaces R
n
and on the homo
geneous groups of the LittlewoodPaley function gf in   We survey a paper
  and some back ground results in Sections  See    for relevant re
sults Also in Sections  we shall give proofs of three results stated in Sections
 and  Finally in Section  we shall see some results related to LittlewoodPaley
operators arising from the BochnerRiesz means and the spherical means
 LittlewoodPaley functions on R
n








	x dx  
 










































is the Poisson kernel on the upper half space R
n
  Then S
Q
f is a version
on R
n
of the LittlewoodPaley function gf




x is the Haar function on R then S
H
f coincides



















fy dy Here 
E
denotes the characteristic function of a set






   p   bounded on R
n
and
R respectively from the following wellknown result of Benedek Calderon and
Panzone 
Theorem A Suppose that 	 satises   and






j	x y 	xj dx  Cjyj


for some positive constant  Then
  S





 for all p    
 S

is of weak type     on R
n

It is known that for the L
p
boundedness the condition 
 is superuous which









 if 	 satises   and  with    
We refer to Coifman and Meyer  p   for this A proof can be found in



























for u   

In  part   of Theorem A and Theorem B are improved as follows




 Suppose that 	 satises   and the conditions
  B

	  for some   
 D
u





























 denotes the weighted L
p









 Also here we recall the weight class A
p
of Muckenhoupt
We say that w   A
p




















where the supremum is taken over all balls B in R
n
and jBj denotes the Lebesgue








where the supremum is taken over all balls B containing x We then say that
w   A

if there exists a constant C such that Mwx  C wx for almost every
x
We now see some applications of Theorem C from 
Corollary  Suppose that 	   L

satises   and  Let b   BMO and
w   A

 We dene the measure  on the upper half space R
n
  by


















for all cubes Q in R
n
 where
SQ  fx t   R
n
   x   Q   t  Qg
 SHUICHI SATO
with Q denoting sidelength of Q
This follows from the L

w
boundedness of the operator S

 See  pp 
From Corollary   we get the following see  p 








































We note that the conditions    only are required for 	 in Corollaries  
 no additional regularity condition for 	 is needed
By Corollary  and Theorem C we have the following
Corollary  We assume that 	 satises    and that  satises  Let




 satisfying all the conditions











 b  	
t

























































where d denotes the Lebesgue surface measure on S
n
 fx   R
n
 jxj   g
For the rest of this section we consider the cases where 	 is compactly supported
In   the following result was proved
Theorem D The operator S










 with compact support and satises  











For p   Duoandikoetxea   proved the following result
Theorem E We assume that 	 has compact support













 and satises  
 Let    q   and  p      q
















denotes the exponent conjugate to q See also  for a previous result














sgnx x      
 otherwise
Suppose that    p      q   and  q







also Remark  of   implies that S








type p p if    p  
The following result is a particular case of part   of Theorem E











 for all p    
This can be proved by combining results of  and the weight theory of  
We shall give the proof in Section 
The Marcinkiewicz integral 


























 d  
AlSalman AlQassem Cheng and Pan   proved the following
Theorem F 










See Walsh  for the case p   In Section  we shall consider an analogue of
Theorem F on homogeneous groups
 LittlewoodPaley functions on homogeneous groups
We consider LittlewoodPaley functions on homogeneous groups We also regard
R
n
 n   as a homogeneous group with multiplication given by a polynomial



















































is an automorphism of the group structure see     and  Section 
of Chapter   We also write H  R
n
 H is equipped with a homogeneous nilpotent
Lie group structure the underlying manifold is R
n
itself We recall that Lebesgue
measure is a biinvariant Haar measure the identity is the origin  and x

 x







y x y   H  t  
 uxvx  ux vx x   H  u v   R



























x y for k  
whereR
k















We have a norm function rx satisfying the following
  rA
t




 r is continuous on R
n
and smooth in R
n
n fg
 rx  y  N

rx  ry rxy  N










 if   fx   R
n
 rx   g  coincides with S
n











































if rx   

Let   a

    a
n


















with dS   d where  is a strictly positive C
 
function on  and d is the
Lebesgue surface measure on  as above
The Heisenberg group H








  x x



















 Then with this group law R


is the Heisenberg group
H

 A dilation is dened by
A
t














as an automorphism dilation












Convolution on H is dened as































where 	 is in L

H  and satises   Let  be locally integrable in H n fg We
assume that  is homogeneous of degree  with respect to the dilation group fA
t
g
which means that A
t
x  x for x 	  t   Also we assume that
Z

























 are dened with
respect to the measure dS
We recall a result of Ding and Wu   
LITTLEWOODPALEY OPERATORS 
Theorem G We assume in  that a    and that  is a function in L logL
satisfying   Then 

is bounded on L
p
H  for p      and is of weak type
   
The result on the L
p
boundedness of Theorem G was improved by   as follows
Theorem  

is bounded on L
p


































































See   for this observation So we consider a function of the form







where  is in !

 
see  for some    and supported in the interval   
Now we recall the denition of !

 
the denition of !

q
    q   can be
found in  Let h be a locally integrable function on R

 ft   R  t  g For
t      dene 　









where the supremum is taken over all s and R such that jsj  tR see 
Dene !














































Theorem   is a consequence of the following
Theorem  Let  be as in  Then S

is bounded on L
p
H  for all p    
if  is in LlogL

 and satises  
Extrapolation arguments using the following estimates can prove Theorem  see

Theorem  Suppose that  is as in  with  belonging to L
s
 for some














where the constant C
p
is independent of s and 
 SHUICHI SATO
For F   LlogL
a




































for a constant C
p
independent of  which is not stated explicitly in Theorem 
We shall give a proof of  in Section  by applying Theorem 
To prove Theorem  we apply certain vector valued inequalities which will be







































be the maximal function on H along a curve homogeneous with respect to the
dilation A
t
 To prove Lemma   we apply a result of M Christ 
Lemma  Let p    Then there exists a constant C
p











We can easily prove Lemma   by applying Lemma 
Proof of Lemma   By a change of variables we have


































Thus Minkowski"s inequality and Lemma  imply the conclusion  
As indicated in  if we consider the Heisenberg group with step dilation
then Lemma  can be proved by the boundedness of a maximal function along a
curve in R

see  which was studied by  In Section  we shall give a
straightforward proof of this fact
Let H  L






fx t  T
k







where  is as in  The operator T
k
maps functions on H to Hvalued functions






































By Lemma   we have the following vector valued inequality which will be useful
in proving Theorem 














































































We can apply the converse of Holder"s inequality and Lemma   to prove this see
 
 Outline of the proof of Theorem 
Let  be a C
 






















































































































Lemma  Let    s   and   
s

 Then there exist positive constants C 






















R j   Z such that
supp	
j
  ft   R  
j

















































































We observe that S
j
is supported in f
j































































Using this expression of F
j
and an analogue of the estimates in Lemma   of  see
also  for related results on product homogeneous groups which can be proved
by methods based on Tao   we can prove Lemma 









































    r 
where C
r
is independent of  Let    p     
s

    s   By Lemma 












































































































































This completes the proof of Theorem 
LITTLEWOODPALEY OPERATORS 



































To prove Proposition   we apply the following Fourier transform estimates





















for all    R
n
with some      
Also we need the following




 with compact support Let
w   A

 If v  w or w






















For a proof of Lemma  see 
Proof of Lemma  When v  w Lemma  was proved in  the author has
learned from   that Lemma  is also valid for v  w

and that it is useful for
application Now we recall the proof We may assume that supp	  fjxj   g
















Since w   A















































The conclusion easily follows from the estimates   and   
We choose    C
 

































































 jj  
j
g Then by the Plancherel theorem and











































































































Since the sets A
j




















Let w   A

 If v  w or w





note that v   A
















































































































 To prove Proposition   by Theorem D we may assume that p  













   and M
s
is bounded on L
pp
 Thus by





























































































This completes the proof of Proposition  
 Proof of 
We can prove Theorem  by extrapolation arguments using Theorem  More
specically we can prove the estimate 

Let a   We dene the space N
a
 to be the class of the functions F   L





































































F dS   if F   N
a

By wellknown arguments we have the following see  Chap XII pp   
  for relevant results
Proposition  Suppose that F   L

 and a   Then the following two
statements    are equivalent 





F dS  


















for F   N
a

To prove Proposition  we use the following two elementary results
Lemma 
 Let    p  a   x   Then there exists a positive constant C
a












This was also used in 
Lemma  Let f be a continuous nonnegative convex function on  such that


















































Proof of Proposition  We rst see that part   follows from part  Let F  
N
a
 We have already noted that
R

F dS   For any    there exist a
sequence fb
m
g of nonnegative real numbers and a sequence fF
m
g of functions on



















Let   kFk
N
a






































It follows from Lemma  with p      m that
jF
m
















































































































for some A   Letting  tend to  we see that the rst inequality of part 
holds

















 F We dene
U
m






g for m  
U








































































































   Furthermore applying






























































Collecting results we see that F   N
a






















which combined with  implies that kFk
N
a
 B for some B   So taking
the inmum over  we get the second inequality of part   
















   and each 
m
satises   while fb
m
g is a sequence





















































































Taking the inmum over fb
m





















This completes the proof of 
 Maximal functions on the Heisenberg group with twostep
dilation



































































If u  T

x v  T























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 p   


















































































































Combining  and  we get the conclusion
























be the BochnerRiesz mean of order  on R
n












denoting the Bessel function of the rst kind of order 

































By taking the Fourier transform we can embed these operators in an analytic










Now we dene a LittlewoodPaley operator 















































and also another LittlewoodPaley operator 




















































These LittlewoodPaley functions are related as follows
Theorem H Suppose that   n    Then there exist positive constants
AB such that for all x   R
n
and f   SR
n











This was proved by Kaneko and Sunouchi  
Also we recall a result of Carbery Rubio de Francia and Vega 
























See Rubio de Francia  for a di%erent proof Theorems H and I imply the
following











































The following weighted L

estimate can be deduced from Proposition 































This is due to  when   
To prove Proposition  we use the following relation





































See  and  p  
Proof of Proposition  Let k be the smallest nonnegative integer such that   
















































f is bounded by the HardyLittlewood maximal function if 
is su	ciently close to Re Thus applying Proposition  we get the weighted
inequality as claimed  

















We note that Mfx  cM


fx The following weighted norm inequality for
M is due to Duoandikoetxea and Vega  



















holds for   n    pn   n
This was partly proved by Rubio de Francia 
When    Theorem J was proved by Stein  for n   and by Bourgain 
for n   We can nd in Sogge  a proof of the result of Bourgain which has
some features in common with a proof also given in  of Carbery"s result  for




We can give a di%erent proof of Theorem J when n      n     and


























wise bounded by the HardyLittlewood maximal function On the other hand by






















if Re    n and       By an interpolation argument involving
  and  we see that for any p  nn    and       n  there exist


















Interpolating between this estimate and the unweighted L
r
estimate for M since































 boundedness of M as claimed A similar argument can be
found in  see also 
Finally we prove Theorem J when n       pn n and p  nn 

























for      n  Then T


is bounded on L
 







































































































for any      n  and r   nn   p which implies the result as claimed
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